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About This Game

Sorceror's apprentice Anton accidentally causes mayhem right before his magic exam: when his robe gets caught on a
teleporter's lever, its destination is changed, and now he has to face a much more challenging test of his budding magical skills

than originally planned. Luckily, his master manages to throw a handful of scrolls through the portal, so Anton still has a chance
to learn four useful spells that may help him to find his way back home.

In 80 exciting and challenging Match 3 levels with bubble shooter elements Anton has to face his hardest test so far in a
beautiful setting – will he manage to find the teleporter that will take him back to his master?

FEATURES

Exciting story in a world full of magic and adventure.

80 challenging Match 3 levels

Four helpful magic spells

Fun bubble shooter elements

Beautiful Full HD graphics
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Very guud tovarisch
The game its awesome, its worth if u want to buy it
Aproved by me. A life-changing experience.. Problem: no Adam West skin in this Classic TV Series Batmobile Pack.

Reason: because some genius at Sony made it "Playstation exclusive".

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Sony.

RIP Adam West.

. the salary negotiations, evaluting talent, and drafting is all great. its really fun building your team.

i will say though the actual season sucks. if you simulate the entire season, no matter how nasty your team is you pretty much go
8-8 every time. and if you do the actual play calling, your team will play to its potential the first half but then second half you
will go 3 and out almost every single series and the opposing team will complete every pass and rush for 20 yards a run and
always come back and close the point gap, so that part is frustrating. i cant even count how many time i will be winning 21-0 in
the first half and go on to lose the game for the reasons mentioned above. so it sorta takes away from all the fun of building a
high caliber team only to have it mean pretty much nothing in the regular season.. One Word: Nudity
It's a a good game to kill time, however if you dig deep enough you can download "extra" content to "enlighten" your experience
playing.
But overall a good game, it's great for the price. But it is a short game. Again, it's cheap, so enjoy. ;). Fun little time waster. If
you are looking to kill a few minutes, this is a good place to do it.. This game is adorable.
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this game is really fun but the only thing is is that after my first test drive i couldnt drive again
. Baseball is a good sport. Even though the mechanics are nice, there is next to no depth to the game.
No campaign mode is the main downside of the game.

Also, even though there is an option for multiplayer game, there is no mass of players for that, and the fact that the creator
chooses which deck both players will use, gives huge strategic advantage.. Liveza is a game that has failed to learn from the
mistakes of its predecessors while at the same time suffers from a lack of consistency between tone and design. Hardcore
platformer fans may appreciate the goals the game set out to achieve however Liveza ultimately presents an unsatisfying
experience.. A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). I haven't had this much fun since the original Strange Adventures in Infinite Space.

I disagree with reviews saying this 3rd sequel is a step back. It's the most accesible and enjoyable one so far. It's fun to play even
though still unfinished at the time of writing. Many developers screw up the switch from 2D to 3D, but Digital Eel did a good
job.

Game is funtacular. Short but it was meant to be short and sweet. Try it.. Loved evey second of this game! the mind ♥♥♥♥ u
get in this game is scary even tho its short its very fun!. this is a decent game, and more so if youre into magic and the like. the
spell system has tremendous potential but i feel it needs more visual and sound feedback to show youre this powerful wizaed.
also it should a warning to how scary the game could be as its more like a horror game as well. all in all, i reccommend!
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